Learning from Indian Traditions
Built and Unbuilt

DATES: 27TH November - 1ST December

Last date of registration: 20th November 2017
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Prof. Ritu Deshmukh, Principal, BVCOA
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VENUE
Bharati Vidyapeeth College of Architecture, Navi Mumbai
Ground floor Seminar hall, opposite Kharghar Railway station
Key features of the program

- Indian ethos/notions on Time, Space, Existence
- Timelessness in Indian traditional architecture and principles of kinesthetic perception
- Socio-cultural appropriateness in vernacular architecture
- Environmental sustainability in traditional Indian architecture and the lessons learnt
- Memories of spaces and Fifteen Fundamental Properties of living structures.
- Childhood memories of Timeless Quality of Space Elements & Principles of Design
- Indian Concepts and their Evolution

Registration Process

Registration fees by demand draft for teachers in school of architecture:
- Rs. 10,000/- (inclusive of site visits if scheduled, delegate kit)
- Rs. 15,000/- (inclusive of accommodation on sharing basis, site visits if scheduled, delegate kit)

- The Demand Draft for Registration may please be drawn in favour of “Council of Architecture” payable at New Delhi. Colleges who have registered with Council of Architecture under the Collaborative Training Programme by payment of training fees, proportionate to their average intake, can nominate teachers to participate in this programme. The nominated teachers can register for this programme by filling up the attached application form and mailing it back on ttpcoatrctrpune@gmail.com, directorcoatrctrpune@gmail.com and email of co-ordinator.

Only in case participants require provision of accommodation, facility of accommodation on sharing basis, breakfast and dinner for five days for nominated teachers can be availed of by payment of Rs.5,000/- per head by demand draft.

Teachers/Architects other than those nominated by schools of architecture may register by filling up the attached application form and mailing it back along with a scanned image of the DD towards registration fees on ttpcoatrctrpune@gmail.com, directorcoatrctrpune@gmail.com and email of co-ordinator with names and contact details of the designated participants.

Registration fees by demand draft:
- Rs. 10,000/- (inclusive of delegate kit, course material and lunch + site visits if scheduled)
- Rs. 15,000/- (inclusive of delegate kit, course material, accommodation on sharing basis, breakfast, lunch & dinner + site visits if scheduled)

Kindly send the hard copy of registration form and DD (if applicable) on the following address for the confirmation of participation.

Prof. Jayashree Deshpande, Director,
Council of Architecture Training & Research Centre (COA-TRC),
2nd Floor, A-4 (B), Ashimanshree, Off Pashan Road, (Behind Volkswagen Pune-West Showroom),
Pune – 411008, Maharashtra, India
Telephone: 020-6573-1088

CO-ORDINATORS

Varsha Annadate, Professor (HOD)
+91-9892310223 annadate.varsha@gmail.com

Shomika Sarkar, Asst. Professor
+91-9833223127 shomikasarkar@gmail.com
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